
Engholm 40
Cruising Yacht For Sale







Specification & Inventory

Engholm 40S (1990)
Engholm 40 S Danish flag certificate # 1015901305
Ship-yard of Lars Pedersen in Denmark designer Knut Olsen
LOA:12.2 meters 
Beam: 3.8 meters
Engine: Bukh 36 hp (6600 hrs)
Displacement: 10 tons
Draft: 2.10 m



Tanks
- 400 liter water tanks
- 700 liter fuel tank.

Sails
- Main with three reefing points 35 square meters
- Genoa with furling furlex 200s 47 square meters “also has new cover / sun shade 
white”
- Storm sail for the inner forestay 10 square meters

Extra sails.
- Main 35 square meters, genoa 47 square meters, A spinnaker 120 square meters “New”

Equipment
- Radar furuno 1721
- GPS garmin 128 and usb GPS M.C Marine and 1 garmin e trex
- VHF sailer compact RT 2048
- generator Yamaha EF 2000 IS inverter (NY)
- SSB ICOM IC-M810
- Multisystem TV Reception, polaroid TV whit DVD in owner cabin, saloon TV sharp, DVD 
Toshiba and Pioneer sterio.
- autopilot from Tecnautic hydraulic drive* autopilot needs upgrading about 2500 U.S. 
dollars
- 2 air marine 2* 400 watts
- shell solar 85 watts
- Dinghy hyperbalonoutbordyamaha 4 HP
- galley is equipped with a two flame gasburner stove with an oven, operated througt a 
safety solenoid.
- Gas tanks aluminum 2 x5 kg
- AC- converter TC-2000 220 to 110 2000 W
- internet external antenna gain 10 dbi with alfa network
- 5 two speed 28 standersen, 2 two speed 56 ST andersen
- Windvanewindpilot Pacific
- Electrical refrigerator 12 V
- Electrical windlass from simpsonlawrence
- Pur survivor 35 water maker,
- Fishing Equipment and one fishing rod
- Ocean Kayak
- Storm anchor
- CQR anchor 45 LB Galvanised
- An additional 16 kg CQR anchor Galvanised
- Also included is a lot of extra rope, and wire for the rig.
- Gantry in 316 Stainless steel has free space, 158 cm for solar panels gantrys cover / 
sun shade is blue 120 cm x 270 cm It also includes a gray cover / sun shade 350 cm x 400 
cm and a blue 130 cm x 400cm
- It also comes with 2 hammocks made in colombia.
- Wallasmarin 3200 heater
- Mobitherm water heater

Bilge pumps
- Rule 3700, automatic switch
- Flojet quad II series automatic switch
- Seachoice 600 automatic switch



- Mk V pump

Tools
- air Jetchsel model JEX 24
- air compressor Porter Cable oil free pump
- air ratchet wrench BT 650
- Black and Decker Palm grip Sander
- Makita Sander
- high speed rotation tool 1415
- talon high speed rotation tool
- Black and Decker pro Grinder
- Bosch GWS pro grinder
- Fein multimaster MSXE 636
- bosch CSB 550 RE 15 ø
- socket set, plus lots of hand tools
- singer sewing maschine 50 TS E 99670 model

Galley
Fully equipped for 7 people, pots and utensils for cooking. 1. Imarfleks 220 v juice 
extractor

Life jackets
-2 pcs. crewfit 150N
-2 pcs. MustoMultifit 654/655 150N
-2 rorsman life jackets 60-80 kg.
-18 orion hand held marine signal flares

Sailing jackets/suits
- rukka suits
- Helly Hansen suits
- Billabong jackets

Scuba
-1 Reef wetsuits XL
-1 scuba tank
-1 scuba diving regulator double
-4 sets of masks
-3 sets of fins

And its comes with bed linen. 7 sets. 6 towels


